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Africa 1984
South Mrican Rock Climbing

Michael Scott
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Bold leads, bolstered by racks of 'Friends', and micronuts, meant several new
country areas got explored and developed. A clash of grading systems evolved,
claims of leading H2/H3 (Australian: 26) arose, and soloing (even barefoot
climbing) was popularised by an award-winning film about Chris Lomax,
directed by Duncan McLachlan.

Cape Province
Krakadouw This peak in the Northern Cedarberg has a cliff with no easy
routes on it. Several new hard lines were forced through by Smith, Lomax,
Edelstein and Mallory; eg Juggernaut and Nobodysaurus.
Cedarberg Tafelberg This popular peak with its compact summit cliffhad new
routes done around the normal ascent/descent gully by Lomax and Smith. They
also forced a desperate line, Snake in the Grass, up the unclimbed expanse
between this and the original Frontal. Next door on the Spout, Dogmatix, G2,
was climbed by Bradshaw, Edelstein, Smith, Lomax and February. It follows a
line to the left of the original 1964 Baillie-Mamacos route.
Pakhuis Pass Most new climbs have continued to be hard. The nearby
Namaqualand desert seems to prompt names like Saturday Afternoon Fever F3,
by Wood and Forsyth, and Butternut Crisp F2, by February and De Klerk.
Woljberg Smith and Lomax made Whinge G2Ml, by climbing the dramatic
arete and roofs to the right of Alone in Space, and Silhouette G2 next to Lone
Wolf, while Bradshaw and Edelstein did a G2line near Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Blinkberg This new area in the Klein Karoo is between 2-3km long, ranges
from 70 to BOrn high and already has a plethora of steep routes such as Guru
Grooves G3, opened by Versfeld, De Klerk and February. As it is also on the edge
of the desert, it is a good winter crag.
Castle Rocks Apollo had several ascents. Notable among them was a
'schoolboys special' with 2 bivouacs, and a 6Y2hr ascent by husband and wife
team, Kevin and Michelle Smith.
Montagu's Lost World Cliff De Klerk and Bradshaw added Heart Attack
Crack G2 and Trip G3Ml. This is another modern crag with no easy lines and it
seems to generate perpetual arguments about grades of the routes.
Du Toits Peak Several parties free-climbed the aid roofon Renaissance at G3;
no small feat coming near the top ofa nearly 300m extreme route! NW Direct was
opened by Lomax and Smith after several sieges at G2Ml. Subsequent ascents
have left parties rattled by the seriousness of the route, but De Klerk did free the
aid move at HI, resulting in disagreement with the opening party, who still
insisted on writing it up as aided. Chalonga G3, was opened by Lomax, Smith and
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De Bruin up the red buttress to the left of the usual wall, with 13 pitches of steep
climbing.
Table Mountain There are now probably half a dozen or more H plus routes,
but Tour de Force still collects the most leader falls. The nearby Boulder
Highway HI was free-climbed by De Klerk, who managed to place a runner
above the roof- a tribute to modern protection. New routes ranged from the one
pitch Fly or Die by Bradshaw, to French Connection GI, by Scott, Wood, De
Tolley and Trousseau, which takes a bold line next to The Dream, but is much
easier.

On the Twelve Apostles, Valkonetti GI was opened by Scott, Tromp and
Brown, with some aid and precarious moves past hanging loose blocks.

Transvaal
Magaliesberg In Dome Kloof Paul Fatti is still opening routes, while G.
Mallory climbed Fallen Angel G2, with one essential bolt. Mallory, Briinke,
John Cheesemond, Edelstein and Smith with various seconds accompanying
them, put up a host of routes in most of the popular gorges. In Boulder Kloof the
redoubtable Dog Style H2 had some acrobatic attempts and a dramatic fall by
Bradshaw when he and Edelstein tried it. It remains the hardest climb in the
Transvaal even though Bullit at G3 has claimed leader falls from a longer list of
distinguished climbers. In Tonquani Kloof Kevin and Michelle Smith opened
Stone Needle G2, up grey rock near Donkerhoek corner. They progressed by a
system ofalternating leader falls, gradually mastering the crux. The same two led
a free ascent of Into the Black at HI, in Groot Kloof. Smith and Edelstein led
Genesis HI, with a couple of falls, while the Mallory brothers opened Monkey
Music GIMI, to the left of Pumping Gibbon.

All in all the Transvaal kloofclimbing is getting rather like the columns ofprint
in Mountain Magazine on the English Crags - ascents too numerous to make it
relevant to keep track!

Eastern Cape
In the bleak Valley of Desolation near Graaf Reinet, Gordon Bosch and Alvin
Wood opened Scareway to Heaven G2, on the most prominent free standing
pinnacle. The SSm crux pitch was completed by the belayer tying lOm of slings
together to give the leader enough rope. In this era of nuts, another unusual
feature was the use of a knife blade piton to protect the last 30m of delicate face
climbing. In Momentum Gorge the 180m cliff route Final Cut was free-climbed by
McKechnie and Forsyth at G2, making it one ofthe finest free routes in the area.

Hangklip crag at Queenstown had a blitz of Climbers Club members, who
gathered there to prove John Moss's decade-old classification of the crag as 'too
hard' finally obsolete. Nearly 30 routes were opened and the 300m long E face has
still to be explored! Off-width cracks are the speciality, as are the names.
Haffalump Hunting, G3M2, Polyphased Deformation, G3, Pirates are Pooftahs,
G2, and Gunge of a 1000 Campaigns, GI. .

Natal
Drakensberg A major route was opened on Cathedral Peak by Roberts and
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Brummer up the 400m N face. On the Sentinel the NE face had an ascent from
the Leslie-Smith brothers and Seagreen. Their route had 7 G1 pitches and some
aid on very poor rock. They commented that cement would have been more
useful than chalk. Regrettably we hear that mountaineering vandals are stealing
the historic record books on the 'Berg summits. Is nowhere safe from such types
these days? The Western Injasuti Triplet route is still a most sought-after climb,
and Shuttleworth and Ingman made it on Shuttleworth's fourth attempt to beat
the weather and other jinxes.
MOnleseel This hard man's playground now boasts more H grade climbs than
anywhere else. Efforts of Roberts, Bradshaw, Jardin, Manson and others have
produced good names as well as climbs like Granny's Souped-up Wheelchair, Pan
Galactic Gargle Blaster and the serious Flames of Sunset, said to be the first H3 in
South Africa.

Namibia
Most visitors to the Spitzkoppe tend to do the original route by some variation or
other then relax on the Pondok Spitze nearby which provides more crag-like
climbing for those with limited heat endurance. Aleck McKirdy and Frans Ne!
however managed to repeat the Haber-Ward South Face line, which relies on bolt
ladders to connect the blank slabs with the cracks.

Comment on Grading
Ever since Rusty Baillie made the comment c. 1962 that 'exposure should not
affect the technical grade' our system has been plagued with inconsistencies.
Attempts this year to introduce a 'seriousness' indicator struck trouble when at a
symposium a spur of the moment hoax alternative was proposed by an eloquent
speaker, then debated hotly for the rest of the evening! Mechanical grades also
have proponents of A = artificial vs. M = mechanical, and whether A3 is harder
to place/poor rock vs. length offalllikely.
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